[Biological evaluation of artificial skin substitute].
Multiple kinds of Artificial Skin Substitute are now available. However, except for the Homo Skin Graft there is no Artificial Skin Substitute that can be used as permanent Artificial Skin Substitute. During the past 20 years, more and more scholars around the world have expressed increased interests in the research and development of Artificial Skin Graft that can be utilized as satisfying permanent Artificial Skin Substitute. We conducted our research on the biological evaluation of medical devices of Collagen-Chitosan(C-C) Artificial Skin Substitute according to the National Standard (GB/T16886. 1-1997). The following experiments were conducted: (1)Cytotoxicity, (2)Systemic toxicity(acute toxicity), (3)Haemocompatibility, (4)Sensitization, (5)Intracutaneous reactivity, (6)Pyrogen test, (7)Genotoxicity. The experiment results demonstrate that all biological functional indexes of the Artificial Skin Graft meet the National Standards. Therefore, we conclude that C-C Artificial Skin Graft is characteristic of good biological compatibility. It is non-irritant and has no systemic and cellular toxicity, no genotoxicity, no pyrogen, and no allergen.